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and verisimilitude, to the heart of man or woman.    There
seems, for all that, no sufficient, warrant for Dr. Neumann's
assumption that the poems of the Sisters, let alone those
of the Brothers, ' must have been shaped by ... a man,'1
Not often   since  the  patriarchal   age set in   has  woman
succeeded in so breaking through her barriers as to set on
lasting record the expression of herself and of things as
they appeared to her.    But to assume that, because this
happened seldom, therefore, this collection of documents,
though ascribed to her,2 are necessarily not by her, is to
carry over far the truth : * He that hath, to him shall be
given, and she that hath not, frcm her shall be taken even
that which she hath-!' I make no counter-assumption that
gifted Theris had a hand in the compilation of the Brothers9
Psalms.    I would only ask English readers to await the
appearance of those, and note the interesting differences in
idiom, sentiment and tone between them and the Sisters*
Psalms.    Even the * common stock ' of refrains is different,
the only exceptions being that of
Buddhassa, siisanar],
tisso vijja amvppattii,
and
n'attlvi '
II
However, it lies with future historians of the Pali Canon
as a whole to deal with these baffling questions. By
whomsoever compiled, the contents of the Psalms are
profoundly and perennially interesting as expressions of
the religious mind, universal and unconquerable; a mind
which is so intensely alive, because, to quote E. L. Steven-
son, * it knows what it prefers, instead of humbly saying
Amen! to what the world tells it it ought to prefer.*
1	Op. cit.9 Introduction.
2	We may ignore for present purposes the pious humility which
ascribed several shorter gafchas to the Buddha "himself.
3	'The bidding of the  Buddha is done';   'the Threefold Lore is
won '; '^rebirth comes now no more/

